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About This Game
*****Smooth Locomotion has just been implemented*****
Front Defense: Heroes, the latest installment to Fantahorn Studio’s arcade hit Front Defense, brings you more intense and fierce
FPS action from World War II.
Prepare to immerse yourself in authentic battle environments and the use of 1940's-era weapons in this 5v5 online single and
multiplayer VR shooter game set during World War II.
Designed and developed specifically for VR by Fantahorn Studio from the ground up, Front Defense: Heroes offers intuitive
controls, sprawling battle maps, realistic vintage weapons and the opportunity to engage in realistic military operations.
--------

Front Defense: Heroes allows you to play alone or team up with friends:
Solo - Join a match or fight alongside against AI bots.
Multiplayer - Form teams and fight against each other in epic battles supporting up to 5v5. Discuss tactics through real time
voice chat and win through strategic teamwork.

Combat Modes:
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Free-For-All: Players fight against each other by wiping out as many enemies as possible. There are no allies.
Team Deathmatch: Join or form your own team and win by killing enemies on the opposing team within the time limit.
Offense and Defense:The two sides take turns playing offense and defense. The offensive team needs to have tactics to
destroy a designated target at full force while the defensive team needs to guard their base and fight-off their opponents.
--------

FEATURES
Classic WWII Weapons

You will get an arsenal of authentic vintage WWII weapons to do battle with!

Rifles
Assault rifles
Snipers
Bazookas
Grenades
Sub Machine Guns

Locomotion Controls:
We developed the unique V-locomotion, which gives players a 3rd-person, out-of-body experience in controlling their avatar
through the battlefield. This highlights the immersion of tactical movement for covering each other and fighting the battles
strategically.
However, you prefer smooth locomotion that is also an option in the game setting menu.

Authentic Battle Maps
Run around old European streets, factories, and even graveyards as you engage in exciting deathmatches, fighting alongside your
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friends to decimate the opposing team.

Upcoming Features
The development team is working hard on delivering the free locomotion, more weapons, maps, and game modes!
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Title: Front Defense: Heroes
Genre: Action
Developer:
Fantahorn Studio
Publisher:
Vive Studios
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows® 7 SP1、Windows® 8.1 、Windows® 10
Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4590/AMD FX™ 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970、AMD Radeon™ R9 290
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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This game has had so much potential and I love how they keep releasing new content for it, but they need to address the major
issue on why people just aren't playing it! I know for my own experience it's that the weapons feel weird to use. Compared to
games like pavlov, onward, contractors, etc. Those games have great feeling when using a gun. It's way too clunky in this game
for my liking. When I need to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the gun back on a sniper and assault rifle it either doesnt
do anything or it takes the mag out instead resulting in fustration. Another problem I have is when holding a gun with two hands
that gun shakes and isn't as nearly as smooth as other fps games in the vr market. Also the fact you need
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the gun back everytime you respawn is an annoyance even more as mentioned
because sometimes it just doesn't recongnize your hand. If the devs want me coming back to this game, I need these quality of
live improvements. I am a huge ww2 fan and this game can be amazing if they continue to mess around with the core gameplay..
This game has fullfilled my dream of being US Marine landing on Omaha beach in VR. Has some flaws, but for its price, I can
deffinetly recommend this one.
Here is some heroic footage from the beach)
https:\/\/youtu.be\/l3WlThdM0hA
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